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Important Please Read

Attaching the Trimmer Chest to Trailer
Every component of the Trimmer Chest MUST be attached to a part of the trailer that is structurally
sufficient to provide the strength needed. Bolt the chest's bottom to the trailer using two W x 1&1/2"
grade 5 bolts, washers and lock nuts provided or the equivalent. Next attach the floor bracket (# 11) to the
chest, opposite the door using four 5/16" grade 5 bolts, eight washers and four lock nuts. Make certain
these four bolts are securely tightened after sliding the bracket down to the floor. Attach the bracket to the
floor using the %"x 3" grade 5 bolt, washer and lock nut. Be certain the flooring is solid and attached to
the trailers frame near the mounting location.

Using the Trimmer Chest
To place a trimmer in the Chest, set the trimmer's shaft into the tail hook while holding the trimmer at an
angle. Next place the power head into the chest and into the rubber clamp. Pull the clamps strap and
secure into the appropriate notch. The rubber clamps will "break-in" over time.

There are two sets of notches, one at the top corner and one at the bottom corner of the door, opposite
the hinge that will accept padlocks to provide additional security. The paddle latch locks and will
provide some security, however it can be opened by reaching inside the chest. TrimmerTrap
highly recommends keeping your Trimmer Chest locked using padlocks. Lubricate the latch
regularly to ensure its life span.

WARRANTY: 90 days against defects in material and workmanship, TrimmerTrap, Inc. reserves the right to repair or
replace at its sole discretion the alleged defective TrimmerTrap producL Determination of validity of alleged defect claim
will be made upon goods returned to us freight prepaid to our location in Louisville, KY. Call 1-800-279-8727 for a return
goods authorization.


